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Mary Barnes portrays Arkadina, an aging well known ac
tress. Paul DeMeo of San Ber
nardino is Trigorin, a famous
writer who is loved by Nina,
portrayed by Tina Ellis of Big
Bear. Nina, however, is lovec
by Arkadina's son, Treplyov
(Danny Bilson of Los Angeles),
a reputed but, generally
misunderstood
writer.
Treplyov's unhappy love for
Nina is too much for him to
bear and his relative literary
success cannot compensate.
Nina, who fails both in her art
and her love, is still pushed on
by a persistent hope.
Other members of the cast
are Keith O'Camb, Beaumont;
Chris Hewitt, Riverside; Corinne Schnur, San Bernardino;
Corrine Soto, Redlands;
Eugene Nickerson Morse, San
Bernardino; Glenn Miller,
Highland; Mike Baran", North
Decatur, OA.; Dan Burchfield,
Hesperia; and Victoria Alvarez,
San Bernardino. .
"While each character learrts
to live with his own weakness
and makes a deliberate choice
to be satisfied with that
weakness, each still complains
' endlessly about his failure to
achieve," Dr. Barnes explain
ed.
The Sea Gull presents a con
siderable challenge to the ac
tors, the director and the au
dience because each character
feel his loneliness so differently
and each's dreams and disap
pointments are unlike those of
his neighbors.
Gal State's presentation of
The Sea Gull will be more
typical of an abstract interpreta
tion, than a liberal, said the
director. The facilities and
equipment now available in the
new Theatre make it possible
for the set designers to utilize
lighting projections rather than
three-dimensional scenery to
achieve effects, according to
Dr. Barnes.
The 143-scat Theatre
features continental seating in
five rows on three sides of a
thrust stage. In addition to the
Theatre, the Theatre Arts
Department now has a full
complement of scene, and
costume shops, design studios,
make-up and dressing rooms
and a laboratory theatre. The
facilities were occupied for the
first time this fall.

Director Ronald Barnes looks on during a rehearsal.

Premiere production in the
new Theatre at Cal State, San
Bernardino will be Chehkov's
The Sea Gull, opening Thurs
day, Nov. 10.
A guest actress and a cham
pagne reception will mark
opening night of the first play to
be presented in the college's
new $2.5 million Creative Arts
building.
Performances continue on
Fridan and Saturday, Nov. 11
and 12 and the following week
Tuesday through Saturday,
Nov. 15-19. Curtain time is
8:15 p.m. .
Opening night is a sell-out,
although names may be taken
for a waiting list, Dr. Ronald E.
Barnes, director, said. Seats
are available for all ensuing
nights.
With the advent pf the new
Theatre, reserved seats are
now available to patrons. Dr.
Barnes explained. Informatior
on season tickets or single ad
missions is available by calling
the Theatre Arts Department,
887-7452 between 1 and 4
p.m. daily or the box office,
887-7680, at other hours.
The President's Club, a sup
port group for the college, will
host the reception on the first
night. Greeting guests, in addi
tion to club members, will be
President and Mrs. John M.
Pfau and Dr. Barnes, who also
is chairman of the Department
of Theatre Arts.
Guest artist for The Sea Gull
is Meiry Barnes, an accomplish
ed actress with stage credits
throughout the country. She
has performed with the
Honolulu Community Players,

the Interplayers of San Fran
cisco and the Riverside Com-.
munity Players. Her most re
cent local appearance was as
Judith in Noel Coward's "Hay
Fever," at the City Cultural
Center this summer.
Set in 19th century Russia,'

Staff photos by Kerry Kugelman

The Sea . Gull combines
elements of the serious and the
comic as each character learns
to live with his or her own
weaknesses. The underlying
theme is the loneliness and
isolation of each person and his
failure to achieve his dreams.

Actors depict terse, emodonal drama in The Seagull.

Salute to Opera
Presented
Opera buffs will be treated to
a day of Mozart and other
masters Saturday, Nov. 19 at
Cal State, San Bernardino.
Billed as "A Salute to the
Glyndebourne Opera," the
program focuses on this noted
English opera festival and one
of its original stars, Ina Souez.
Mme Souez, now a voice
teacher in Los Angeles, will
conduct a master class at 1
p.m. and will speak at a ban
quet in her honor that evening.
An evening concert featuring
Southern California musicians
with impressive credentials will
climax the day.
Interspersed in the afternoon
will be lectures beginning at 3
p.m. on the Glyndebourne
operas by Dr. Richard Switzer
and on the Mozart operas by
)r. Richard Saylor.
Opera fans are invited to all
activities, said Dr. Switzer, who
is coordinating the day's ac
tivities as one of the events in
augurating the new Creative
Arts Building on campus. All
events, except the reception
and banquet, will be in the
lecital Hall of the Creative Arts
)uilding.
The Glyndebourne opera
tradition began in 1934 on a
country estate in Sussex,
England. An opera fan, John
Christie, built a full-scale opera
louse which has become a
summer mecca for opera fans,
explained Dr. Switzer. Some of
the world's greatest singers
have performed there and
Mme Souez was one of the
stars of the pre-World War II
years.
In the early years the
Glyndebourne festival limited
itself to Mozart, which refocused world attention on his
operas. This was particularly
true of "Cosi fan tutte," which
before Mme Souez's assuming
the role was considered unsingable because of the enor
mous range required and the
frequent huge jumps from note
to note.
Mme Souez reigned for six
years as the Mozartian prima
donna at the Glyndebourne
festival. In an interview in the
Los Angeles Times, she recall-

Free Phone
Service
NOCR—"Pacific Magazine""
pays the phone bills and an
swering service costs for the
UCLA student government in
formation line. In return, the
student-oriented, commercial
magazine gets a short sales
message at the beginning and
end of every information-line
call.

ed that Rudolf Bing had been
her callboy, summoning her to
the stage. She reminisced that
she was one of the first singers
to fight with Bing.
When WWII caused a tem
porary cessation in the festival
and closed opera houses
throughout Europe, Mme
Souez returned to the United
States and launched a new
career as an elegant prima don
na with Spike Jones and his Ci
ty Slickers. She became
perhaps the first opera star to
leap the gorge from salon to
saloon. Most of her last 25
years have been devoted to
teaching, first in San Francisco
and then in Los Angeles.
Voice students wishing to
enroll in the master class with
Mme Souez must call the Office
of Continuing Education at Cal
State, San Bernardino no later
than Nov. 15. the fee of
$11.25 carries one unit of ex
tension credit. Spectators also
are invited to the class.

The banquet and reception
honoring Mme Souez begin at
6:30 p.m. in the College Com
mons. Reservations, at $10 per
person, should be made with
the School of Humanities at
Cal State by Nov. 14. Further
information is available by call
ing 887-7441-.
The Opera Gala, beginning
at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall,
is free to all. The vocal concert,
arranged by Dr. Saylor, will
feature Delia Dean of San Ber
nardino; Paul Vaglia of Beverly
Hills; Sally Ann Bachman of
Corona; Richard Williams of
Riverside; Val and Lila Stuart
of Redlands; Loren Filbeck of
the Cal State faculty; and Betty
Jackson, Rialto, as accom
panist.
Music will be from operas by
Puccini, Mascagni, Bizet,
Leoncavallo, Rossini, Strauss
and Verdi. The soloists will join
in the second act finale from
Die Fledermaus to conclude
the evening.

Halloween
Prizes Awarded
By Tim Hamre
Spooks, goblins, and other characters of Serrano Village turned
out in force for the annual Halloween Costume Contest held dur
ing dinner in the Commons on Friday, Oct. 28.
First prize of $25 went to Shandin dorm, who displayed a very
wide variety of fascinating costumes. Competition for the $20 se
cond prize was so keen that the judges decided to award two of
them, one each to Arrowhead and Morongo. In all, over 100
residents from the eight dorms turned out in costumes that
represented things that were animal, vegetable, mineral and
"your guess is as good as mine."
Judges for the contest were President Pfau, Russel DeRemer,
associate dean of students, Edna Steinman, director of public af
fairs, Jean Peacock, HOP counselor, and Craig Henderson, hous
ing coordinator.
While original plans called for one $20 prize, President John
Pfau contributed a total of $55 from the President's Club fund.
With this additional money, the first prize was changed to $25 and
two $20 second prizes were awarded.
The contest was held during a special Halloween dinner put on
by the Commons' staff. It was followed later that night by a car
nival and party in Arrowhead and Tokay dorms.

Workshop Centers on
Career Decisions
Undecided About Your Major?
Academic advisement for winter term begins Nov. 28. If you're
undecided about your major at the present time, it's time to start
planning.
. The Counseling Center will be offering a workshop that may be
useful to you if you are: undecided about your major; uncertain
about your ocupational plans; looking for support for your present
plans; just interested in exploring some alternatives.
The workshop is designed to help you explore your interests,
values, abilities, and past experiences, and to learn information
seeking skills and explore career alternatives.
The workshop will begin Thursday, Nov. 10, at 3 p.m. There
will be two sessions, each running two hours. To participate, call
887-7437 or visit the Counseling Center, PS-227.
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in brief
EOP
The Educational Opportuni
ty Program (EOP) will hold its
mid-quarter meetings Wednes
day, Nov. 9 from 11 a.m.-12
noon and 12-1 p.m. in the
Lower Commons. Fred Lew,
from the State Parks Depart
ment will be the guest speaker.
He is seeking applicants for
employment opportunities with
his department.

Travel
People interested in charter
flights to Europe departing in
January and March can get in
formation and make reserva
tions by contacting the Council
on International Educational
Excharige at 1093 Broxton
Ave., **224, Los Angeles, CA
90024, (213) 477-2069.

Senators
There are two positions for
Senior Class Senator still open.
Requirements arc senior stan
ding, 2.0 GPA, and interest in
the position. Applications are
being taken in the ASB office.
ASB Vice President, Paul Mar
tinez, will answer any questions
students may have about the

Grading
The Faculty Development
Center will be presenting a
panel discussion on the "Legal
Aspects of Grading," Wednes
day, Nov. 9 at noon in LC241. Topics to be discussed -Ml
include grade grievance pro
cedures, student and faculty
rights, and Title V re
quirements for grading.
Panelists will be Kent
Monroe, Dean of Students;
Richard Switzer, dean of the
School of Humanities; William
Engs, assistant professor of Ad
ministration; and Elton
Thompson, professor of
education. Interested students
and faculty are invited to at
tend.

Health
Ward Duel, past president of
the National Health Associa
tion and current director. Oc
cupational and Environmental
Health Section, American
Medical Association, will speak
to the Natural Sciences 351
Class, Health Science and Hu

man Ecology. His lecture will
be Wednesday, Nov. 9, from
8-10 p.m., in PSC-10. Inter
ested students are invited to at
tend.

Applications
The Prickit; Pear is an annual
creative writing magazine pub
lished by the Associated Stu
dent Body and presents origi
nal works by students and
faculty of CSCSB.
Applications are now being
taken in the Activities Office,
SS-143, for the Editor of the
Pricklit Pear. Deadline for ap
plications is 5 p.m., Wednes
day, Nov. 16.

BSD
The Black Student Union
will hold their annual elections
Wednesday between 9 a.m.
and 2 p.m. Polls will be located
in front of the library.
Any student with a current
ID may vote. Installation of of
ficers will be at the general
meeting in the Commons,
Thursday at 2 p.m.

Freshmen
There will be a meeting of
the Freshmen Class Officers,
Thursday, Nov. 10, to be held
in the Student Services building
from 1-2 p.m.
Gerard Stanford, new Fresh
men Class President will dis
cuss points from the recent
ASB Executive Cabinet meet
ing, the officers will appoint a
new Freshmen Class Secretary.
Goals and future plans for
the Freshmen class will also be
discussed. Students are invited
to attend-.

OOi

I!

In last week's issue of The
PawPrint, you may have notic
ed that there was no credit line
on that neat time-exposed pho
tograph of the campus at night.
Kelly McPcters, one of our staff
photographers, took that pic
ture, and somehow the credit
line on our layout sheet never
made it to the printed page
(although it was still on the layout>heet when the papers had
b^n picked up). With all due
respect, we'd now like to give
credit where credit is due, to
McPetcrs.
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Senate Faces Challenge
By Jeanne Houck

Monte Cooper
INSURANCE SERVICE
California Student
INSURANCE
Auto Insurance
Discounted Rates
for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Riverside Office
5902 Magnolia Avenue
Phone (714) 683-3322

Valenti's
Liquor

Closest Liquor
to Gal State
753 West 40th\
(40th and North "E")
882-56131

1156 E Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
885-7202

may we recommend:
custom picture framing
ceramic supplies
calligraphic pens & pads
marking pens
lithographic crayons
drawing instruments
T-squares, Triangles
transfer typeopaque projectors
acetate pads & rolls
artist portfolios
artist oil
quality brushes
illustration boards
mat boards
press making papers
air brushes
. silk screen supplies

10% discount
with student I.D. ;

New ASB Senators were
challenged by Kevin Gallagher
at their first meeting Thursday
to help him "totally reorganize
the student government's
system and constitution."
The ASB president also call
ed for a new election code,
describing the present pro
cedure as a "hopeless, absolute
farce."
He said he would like to see
the new system implemented
by the fall term.
Paul Martinez, ASB vicepresident and Senate presi
dent, toid the senators that
positions, including that of
chairman, are open on the
Senate Appropriations Com
mittee (which reviews and
recommends monetary re
quests) and the Senate Rules
Committee (which reviews
legislation).
He said they must also ap
prove a president protemporj
to preside in his absence, and
urged the Senators to serve in
these positions.
Gallagher said the Senate
will administer a budget in ex
cess of $70,000 this year, and
stressed the "heavy respon
sibility to CSCSB students" in
the job.

He reported that since the
actual revenue from student
fees was more than what had
been expected, the Senate
would have $10,216 more in
the "grab bag for requests."
Richard Bennecke, ASB ad
visor and Student Union coor
dinator, said that minor pro
blems with the contractors have
delayed the opening vf the Stu
dent Union until Dec. 1.
He said another problem
with the Union is that the wall
between the beer bar and the
"noisy" gameroom will have to
be knocked out to make the
pub area larger and more
economically feasible.
"When plans for the Student
Union were begun," explained
Bennecke, "the sale of alcohol
was prohibited on campus. So
we've had to modify those
plans now that the Board of
Trustes hjw lifted the restric
tion."
According to Jeff Baker,
judicial representative of the
executive cabinet, this decision
pleased the majority of
students polled about the beer
bar. Of the 408 students that
responded to the questionaire,
352, or 86% indicated that
they wanted the beer bar.
Martinez said that the Art

Art Show
Features 'LA'
A multi-screen view of Los Angeles, as if seen from a car at 50
miles per hour, will greet visitors to the Art Gallery at Cal State,
San Bernardino beginning Wednesday, Nov. 9.
A public reception from 7 to 9 p.m. that evening will launch the
show, entitled "Los Angeles Communications." The show will be
up through Nov. 30. The gallery is open Monday through Friday
from 9 to noon and 1 to 5 p.m.
The video and slide show is from Environmental Communica
tions, a small group of Los Angeles photographers, videotapers,
researchers and eitors operating under the direction of David
Greenberg. An architect, Greenberg utilized the camera to give
architects and planners a "third eye."
He explains that in the 19th century, the shapes of a city were
obsrved by a populace averaging a foot speed of about 2V2 miles
an hour. In recent years Los Angeles residents view their architec
tural environment at an average speed of about 50 miles an hour.
He felt the architectural profession was insufficiently dealing
with this factor and developed his video presentation to sensitize
people to what was before their eyes in the city.
An art critic for the Los Angeles Times, Henry J. Seldis, said of
the show when it was exhibited in the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art: "This video presentation has such enormous im
pact that it needs to be seen several times... It shows us the
dynamics of our unique metropolis as we have never seen it
before."
The installation for the 45-minute show utilizes a video cassette
hooked up to two television-monitors. Electronic beeping instruc
tions dissolve the slides at various speeds from two slide projec
tors. The effect is one of driving through the city at 50 miles an
hour.
There also are aerial views of "interchange spaghetti,"
telephoto freeway shots in which the jammed traffic piles up as if
in an auto junkyard, giant billboards, vacant apartment balconies
glaring in the sunshine, office buildings stretching into the sky, and
a myriad of other views.

ScnatOT BAKC Juiur listens to discussion.

Department has offered to silkscreen the ASB T-shirts for one
dollar. Each elected official will
have to buy his/her own
T-shirt.
Poppy Solomon, art gallery
director, petitioned the senate
for money to publish a
catalogue featuring the exhibi
tion of Western Mexican Tomb
Sculpture scheduled for
February 1 through 28.
She said students in her PreColumbian Art class were
researching the sculpture, and
that this information would be
included in the pamphlet.
Solomon said that no money
was available for this project in
the art department or the
gallery budget.

Staff photo by Kerry Kugdman

"I'll take whatever money
you can give me, no matter
how modest the amount," she
said. "Any money made this
year in the sale of the
catalogues would go towards a
publication for next year."
"We should accumulate the
art and display it in the Student
Union," she said.
Solomon also suggested
establishing a fund to buy the
best work of art in the annual
student art show.
Although the Senate could
not vote on any issues, they
decided to have an orientation
session to set priorities and
goals, and to learn Robert's
Rules of Order.

Catalina ESCAPE
By Kerry Larkin
The Physical Education and Activities departments are spon
soring a three day weekend on Catalina Island, Dec. 2, 3 and 4.
Participants will leave San Pedro Friday at 6:30 p.m., Dec. 2 and
return Sunday evening.
The cost for this venture is $30.00 and includes two nights in a
cabin, five meals, round trip boat ride, skin diving, biking and
other relaxing activities.
You can sleep in a cabin or under the stars and you will need a
sleeping bag. There is space available for 100-130 persons, but 40
people have already signed up, so make a reservation while there
is still space available.
Paid reservations must be received by Nov. 23, with check
payable to Associated Student Body. For further information con
tact the Activities Office in the Student Services Building.

No Fun for Non-Students
NOCR—"Students who are not in the university should not
have the fun and games of school," said the Columbia University
Dean of Students, announcing a crackdown on non-students and
dropouts who are participating in student activities.
In many cases, Columbia officials said, the reason students had
to drop out in the first place is because activities overshadowed
academic work.
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My Favorite Lecture Series
Lower Commons

Faculty Groups Unhappy
With Chancellor's Budget
Representatives of more
than 10,000 California State
University and College faculty
members recently expressed
strong dissatisfaction with
budget proposals considered
by the CSUC Board of
Trustees.
Spokesmen for these major
faculty organizations said pro
posals by the Chancellor's staff
failed to meet standards
necessary for quality education
in the nineteen campus CSUC
system.
Although they were able,
along with the Academic
Senate, to convince the
Chancellor's office to add a
recommendation to improve
the faculty sabbatical provi
sions, the organizations charg
ed that "current meet-andconfer procedures were not
adequate for a responsible
review of the budget" and
pledged to accelerate their
drive for collective bargaining
legislation.

Seminar
Slated
A one-day advanced-level
seminar on federal income tax
return preparation will be
presented by the Internal
Revenue Service in coopera
tion with the Office of Contin
uing Education at Cal State
College, San Bernardino
Saturday, Nov. 19, at the Cal
State campus.
Dr. Stephen Bowles, dean of
continuing education, said the
1977 specialized tax institute
should be of interest to business
owners and managers, tax ac
countants and tax attorneys.
The institute's program will
cover areas of advanced tax
law pertaining to partnerships,
appeal procedures and the cur
rent developments regarding
the Tax Reduction and Simpli
fication Act of 1977.
The seminar complies with
the continuing education re
quirements of the State Board
of Accountancy. The registra
tion fee, which includes study
materials, refreshments and
lunch, is $25 per person. Preregistration for this seminar
must be received by Nov. 11.
Bowles suggests those in
terested should contact the Of
fice of Continuing Education at
887-7527.

Study-In

NOCR—A Study-In at the
'ennsylvania State University
brary drew 3000 who proested reduced hours. The
tudents refused to leave at the
lew 10 p.m. closing time and
ome stayed until dawn.

The legislature granted
bargaining rights to most state
employees in September.
CSUC and UC employees are
now about the only public
employees in California
without collective bargaining
rights.
The faculty group said they
would "take their case directly
to the Governor and seek
negotiations prior to the forma
tion of the Governor's budget
in January."
The organizations are seek
ing:
—$4,500,000 to improve
the undergraduate studentteacher ratio.
—$232,000 for professional
librarians leaves.
—$500,000 for faculty affir
mative action.

Monday» 12 noon
sponsored by ASB

Cartoon Festival

—$1,300,000 for instructionedly-related student activi
ties such as forensics, music,
and drama.
The faculty representatives
said "our public universities
have never recovered from the
cutbacks of the Reagan years.
We believe the CSUC Trustees
should be more aggressive in
seeking adequate budget sup
port. We have agreed to
engage in a concerted effort to
obtain the best possible budget
support for the CSUC."
The
faculty
groups
cooperating in this effort are
the United Professors of
California (UPC), Congress of
Faculty Associations (CPA),
and Association of California
State University Professors
(ACSUP).

Exec Cabinet
Considers Beer Poll

PS-10

Wednesday, 12 noon
sponsored by ASB

THIS IS
THE CLIMAX.
Gene Hackman
continues his Academy
Award-winning role.

GENE
HACKiVlAN
FRENCH
CONNECTION II
FILMS INCORPORATED

Friday, November 11, 6 & 8r30
PS-10

CSCSB Students: FREE

By Noah Camero
Jeff Baker, ASB Judicial Representative, informed the ASB
Executive Cabinet that a preference poll taken during last week's
election, showed that 86* of those voting gave high priority to the
establishing of a beer bar in the new Student Union Building.
Baker reported at the Cabinet's meeting on Nov. 2 that the
preference poll was taken in an effort to determine student interest
in the beer bar issue. He said that the results of the poll seem to in
dicate a clear desire on the part of the student body to install a
beer bar. ASB President Kevin Gallagher later pointed out that
these results would be useful in convincing the Student Union
Board of student interest and preferences.
In further action by the Cabinet, David Alterwood was ap
pointed to the Activity Committee and Caroline Luna was ap
pointed as President of the Senior Class.
A report on the matter of providing art work for T-shirts for stu
dent officers, resulted in the appointment of a committee to work
out the details with the Art Department. A report for final ap
proval will be brought back to the Cabinet at their next meeting.

Education Hearings
to be Held
On November 14, 1977, the
Assembly Education Commit
tee will conduct a hearing on
the role of the public' school
principal. The hearing will be
held in San Diego, Room
B-109, State Building, 1350
Front Street, at 10 a.m.
The purpose will be to ex
amine the current role of the
school principal and to explore
what vehicles might be utilized
to improve that role.
Specific areas to be examin
ed will include the selection,
preservice training, inservice
training, evaluation and contin
uing development of building
level administrators.
The hearing will be chaired
by Assemblyman Dennis Man
gers of Huntington Beach. Mr.

Mangers is a member of the As
sembly Education Committee
and is responsible for establish
ing a statewide task force of ex
perts and practioners from the
field of school administration.
This group of educators has
been meeting to research the
state of the art of the school
principalship and will present
recommendations to the Edu
cation Committee at the Nov.
14 hearing.
In addition to the task force
report, selected educators have
been invited to prepare their
statements and to present testi
mony at the hearing. Anyone
interested in testifying should
contact David Pacheco in
Assemblyman Mangers' office
at (916) 445-8377.

Adults: 50«, under 12: 25*
sponsored by ASB

COLD BEER

GOD FOOD

^ooden JVfg
Where Your Friends Meet
Famous Burgers - Fireside Lounge - Chile
Pool Tables - Pinball - Games
Peirty Keg Beer Available with Dispenser

Cal-State Nite; every Thursday
S42

Pitcher of Beer: $1.00, Hot Dogs: 25C
Your Hosts: Bill anid Marcia
Kendall Dr.
1883-4317

.••

PLEASE
CALL OR
COME BV
OUR LICENSED
MEDICAL
FACILITY
8 A.M. to^P.M.

Pioneer Plasma Center
588 W. 6th St. SB
883-4147
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UPC and AFT Support Grant Program
United Professors of Califor
nia and the American Federa
tion of Teachers has joined
with the CSUC system to sup
port the Urban Grant Universi

ty Program being debated in
the federal legislature, accor
ding to Warren Kessler, presi
dent of the UPC.
The Urban Grant University

Program would authorize $25
million annually nationwide to
urban based universities to
enable them to work with cities
in which they are located in at

tacking local programs.
Under the proposed legisla
tion, participating universities
could receive federal assistance
in meeting the costs of pro-

You Bet Your Sweet BIPPIE
Better Information Project:
Prizes in Education, usually
called BIPPIE, is a nationwide
competition for all students at
postsecondary institutions, and
is supported by a grant from
the Department of Health, Ed
ucation and Welfare's Fund for
the Improvement of Postsec
ondary Education.
Information is important for
students! Before choosing col
leges, selecting courses and
utilizing the many programs of

fered on campuses, students
need to know about them.
Many students already provide
this information.
Each year students produce
orientation guides, teachercourse evaluations, financial
aid manuals and information
for women, the handicapped
and minority students. BIPPIE
is a contest to recognize these
student efforts. Information
created by students using any
media may be entered.

Bluegrass Jam
to be Held
The long awaited Zen Crook Memorial Jamboree is set to take
place Thanksgiving Day weekend, November 25, 26 & 27, at
San Bernardino County's newest Regional Park, Prado.
The Jamboree is in honor of the late Rev. Zen Crook of
Calimesa, one of the foremost figures in bluegrass music. A guitar
player for 44 years, Crook entertained alongside such Nashville
greats as Homer & Jethro and Rex Allen. After joining the
ministry in 1956, he then decided to form a family band.
The "Crook Family" became known as one of the finest
bluegrass bands on the West Coast. Their last triumph was the
1975 West Coast Bluegrass Festival at Norco, where the family
won first place in band competition. In June of 1976, Zen Crook
passed away.
The Zen Crook Memorial Jamboree, billed as the beginning of
one of the finest Bluegrass & Country music festivals on the West
Coast, will feature such country groups as Byron Berline & Sun
dance, Joe & Rose Lc-. Maphis, Country Ham, and The Sound
Company. Bluegrass enthusiasts can stomp and clap to Lost
Highway, the Zuill Brothers, Damascus Road, and special perfor
mances by the Crook Family.
A special West Coast flat-picking guitar championship will be
held on Saturday, Nov. 26, with the winner receiving $600 and
the honor of representing the West Coast in the National FlatPicking Championship in Kansas.
The Memorial will be held at spacious Prado Regional Park.
Located just eight miles south of Ontario, Prado is easily accessi
ble from all the major freeways in Los Angeles and Orange Coun
ties.
The Memorial is sponsored by the San Bernardino County
Regional parks Department in association with Dick Tyner. For
more information concerning the Jamboree, contact the San Ber
nardino County Regional Parks Department at 825 E. Third
Street, San Bernardino, CA 92405 or call {714} 383-1912.^

Anti-Knock Gas
The Soviet Union has built a test plant producing high-grade,
anti-knock gasoline without tetraethyl lead additive, according to
a report in a German technical journal.
The plant is said to be designed to use a new cracking process
rather than conventional catalytic cracking. Soviet officialdom has
been sufficiently encouraged by the results to convert one of the
cracking installations of the Vladimir Ilich oil refinery at NovoBakinsk to use the new process on an industrial scale.
According to the report, the new process will save rubles as well
as produce an environmentally improved automobile fuel.

All college students are eligi
ble to enter BIPPIE. An
nouncement posters will be
sent to student leaders and ad
ministrators in early fall 1977.
Entries must be postmarked no
later than Feb. 28, 1978. In the
spring, winners will be flown to
Washington, DC to attend a
national invitational conference
where they will accept the
scholarships on behalf of their
schools.
During the project, BIPPIE's
entries will be described
through quarterly "Ideas"
newsletters and reports to
educational and student
media.
NSEF is currently seeking
scholarship support from
education associations, foun
dations and businesses which
have a major stake in
upgrading the quality of infor

mation available in postsecon
dary education and society.
The 12 colleges with winning
BIPPIE entries will each receive
$1000 for scholarships.
Scholarships are to be awarded
by the school to a student with
financial need.
The National Student
Educational Fund, organized in
1972, is a non-profit educa
tional research and information
services organization based in
Washington, DC. The Fund's
goal is that "no person be
denied postsecondary educa
tion for lack of financial
resources,
information,
counseling or programs to
meet his or her needs."
The Fund's major work has
been to identify practical ways
to provide better information
for prospective students and
their families about postsecon
dary opportunities.

grams designed to help local
governments deal with
economic, managerial, en
vironmental, technological and
other urban problems.
Its concept has been likened
to the Land-Grant College Acts
of last century and the Sea
Grant College Act of 1966
which helped improve
agricultural productivity and
development and conservation
of marine resources.
Difficulties arising from the
definition of "universities"
could restrict the grants to cam
puses having doctoral pro
grams. The American Federa
tion of Teachers is seeking an
amendment to the bill which
would broaden the definition in
such a way as to include all
CSUC members.
The Chancellor's office
reports CSCSB would be
among 12 campuses in the
system eligible for participation
if the bill is enacted in its pre
sent form.
Among the bill's 45 sponsors
are Representatives Phillip Bur
ton of San Francisco, Mark
Hannaford of Lakcwood,
Augustus Hawkins of Los
Angeles, and Norman Mineta
of San Jose.

Film Winners Available
The winning films in the
Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences 1977 Stu
dent Film Award Program are
now available free of charge
from Bell Telephone Com
panies or the American
Telephone and Telegraph
Company for showing at
universities and colleges.
The four year old program of
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences and the
Academy Foundation wafe
established to recognize the top
creative talent among the
country's every-growing body
of student filmmakers. The
program has been cosponsored by American
Telephone and Telegraph
Company for the past three
years.
The program is designed to
be shown to campus-wide au
diences through the sponsor
ship of either student organiza
tions or departments of film
and/or communications. A
Bell System speaker is usually
available to accompany the film
and answer questions about
the contest and programs.
This year films in four
categories were honored.
Carol Dysinger of New York
University won the Dramatic
Achievement Award for her
film "Sixteen Down," concern
ed with the growing pains of a
young girl coming to grips with
a broken home.

Ms. Dysinger and the other
three Achievement Award win
ners—Frank H. Binney of the
University of Texas at Austin
for his documentary "The Last
of the Little Breweries," Phillip
W. Pura of Boston University
for his experimental film
"TRANSCENdance," and Paul
Demeyer of the California In
stitute of the Arts for his
animated film "The Muse"— all
received $1,000 each and a
special trophy, plus the oppor
tunity to have their winning
films included in a special
presentation that AT&T will
present free of charge on col
lege campuses across the coun

try in the fall.
A fifth winner In this year's
competition, Rob Williams of
Western States Film Institute/
Metropolitan College, won
$500 Merit Award for his docu
mentary "Guitar Craft."
Requests for the film, which
are printed on two reels with a
running time of 72 minutes,
should be made by writing Stu
dent Film Awards, England
Strohl Associates, Room 507,
133 East 58th Street, New
York, New York 10022 or by
contacting the public relations
department of the local Bell
Telephone Company.

Hearings on Violence
to be Held
The Assembly Subcommittee on Educatic^nal Reform will con
duct a hearing on school violence and vandalism on Monday,
November 21, 1977, in Room 6024 of the State Capitol.
School violence and vandalism have become serious and at
times critical problems in American education. According to a
three-year congressional study, an estimated $600 million is spent
nationally each year as a result of vandalism in public schools.
This is more money than was spent for textbooks in 1972 and is
enough to hire 50,000 more teachers.
The purpose of the Subcommittee hearing is twofold: to hear
testimony from educators, students and parents who have devis
ed successful programs to curb school violence and vandalism
and to determine how the State can support such successful ef
forts.
For additional information, please contact Linda Bond, Sub
committee Consultant, at (916) 445-7807.
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Disabled Students
Throw Party
By Weldon Sutton
Hey People! Where were
you? You missed a great party.
On October 31 the Disabled
Students Organization started
the year off with a Halloween
party. Along with feasting on
candy, coolies, and delicious
brownies, there was plenty of
"bubblie" to drink as welt as a
non-alcoholic punch. Needless
to say, the revelers didn't ac
complish very much in the way
of business.
One thing discussed is how
to get YOU, the disabled stu
dent, to come to our meetings
and social events. Four, out of
over 60 students is hardly
enough for a quorum.
The club would like all in
terested persons to contact Liz
Kennedy or Caroline Rhounds
at 887-7409, Weldon Sutton at
887-7420, or Mavie Pasillas at
887-7419. Tell them a time
which is convenient for you to
meet.
Meetings are not restricted to
daytime. For example, they

could be held one night a
month from 6-10 p.m. or
whatever. It's all up to you.
The meeting place can be ar
ranged to suit your conve
nience.
Two professors from the
Education Department are in
the process of setting up a pro
gram whereby disabled
students can receive counseling
for personal problems that may
inhibit them from attending the
meeting. This counseling could
also be for any personal pro
blems you might have.
We've listed all of the
reasons you may have for not
attending our functions and we
have come up with workable
solutions to them. As president
of the Disabled Students
Organization, I urge you to "get
involved." The more students
there are to back Liz the easier
it will be for her to make this
• campus completely accessible
to us, not only as far as ar
chitectural barriers are concern
ed, but for transportation and
educational needs as well.

Spiritual Interests
Survey Results
George Neander, Folk Music Club Organizer

Staff photo by Mary Stathls

Good Vibrations from New Club
There's a new organization
on campus beginning to
generate some really good'
vibrations. The Cal-State Folk
Music Club is one of CSCSB's
newest and most ambitious
campus associations.
The club was organized with
the express purpose of pro
viding non-music majors with
the opportunity to enjoy
musical happenings. Member
ship is limited to CSCSB
students, faculty, and staff who
are interested in performing
and/or listening to folk music,
but guests are welcome to at
tend and participate in the ac
tivities.
Clabe Hangan, CSCSB
Music Lecturer and well-

known, professional musician,
serves as the club advisor. The
club "meetings" feature aspirijig musicians playing their
music to a warm, but en
thusiastic coffeehouse au
dience. Hangan also performs
regularly, much to the delight
of those in attendance. There
have been guest artists on oc
casion and plans are in the
works to expand on this facet
of the club's activities.
George Neander, the club's
prime mover and chairman,
stated he wants people "to br
ing back and enjoy the folk
songs of yesteryear, as well as
the new folk music composi
tions." Neander is anxious to

make the campus community
aware of this opportunity to
relax and enjoy emerging as
well as established musicians.
The club meets about once a
month. The next get-together
is Tuesday, Nov. 22 from 7:30
p.m. until 9:30 p.m. in the
Lower Commons. Refresh
ments are available.
If you are interested in per
forming, please leave a note in
the club mailbox (across from
the Activities Ofice, SS-143) as
soon as. possible. Plan to bring
an instrument and play or just
bring your enthusiasm and lis
ten to some down-home
music. The Cal-State Folk
Music Club is generating some
really good vibrations.

THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
will have a representative available on campus on Thursday,
November 17, 1977 to interview students (all majors)
interested in pursuing Master's and Ph.D. programs in
Business.
Please contact your Placement Office for an appointment.

By Christy Hall
A clear majority of Cal State students believe the spiritual area is
an important aspect of students' lives.
According to a survey taken during student registration in
September, 74% of the projected student body sees the spiritual
side of life as important. Another 16% said they do not believe it
is important, and 10% said they were unsure.
The surveys were distributed randomly to individuals by Cam
pus Crusade for Christ staff. Responses reflected that a high
percentage (72%) of students frequently think about God, the
meaning of life and life after death.
The question "Who do you believe Jesus Christ to be?" brought
interesting answers from the 729 students surveyed. 65%
answered that they believed Jesus to be the "Son of God, Savior
of the world." 19% answered "good man, philosopher"; 13%,
"good example for us"; 3%, "mythical figure."
A total of 204 students indicated an interest in a Bible study or
discussion group about the historical person of Christ. 83 students
said they were interested in an informal talk with one other person
about Christ.
Campus Crusade for Christ is now a recognized student
organization, seeking to meet the indicated spiritual needs of
students throughout the year. For more information, call Paul
Meichsner, 882-7884.

Presley Interested in
Pollution, Veterans
State Senator Robert Presley (D-Riverside), Chairman of the
Senate Committee on Transportation, announced today that he
will serve as Chairman of the'Joint Senate-Assembly Transporta
tion Committees' meeting on Motor Vehicle Pollution, to be held
in the Riverside City Council Chambers, 3900 Main Street, com
mencing at 9 a.m., Wednesday, Nov. 9.
The public is invited to attend the day long hearings.
Presley will also be the featured speaker at the Second Annual
Armistice Day Ceremony on Nov. 11. The ceremonyrwhich will
take place at Arnold Heights Elementary &hool, adjacent to the
new VA National Cemetery, will honor America's Veterans.
Presley will speak on "Veterans and the CaWomia Legislature:
Whafs Been Done and What's Still Needed," at the 11 a.m.
ceremony.

Coyote Project
Benefits Sheep
Raisers
By Kerry Laricin
•tv

•

h.

The farmers in Antelope Valley owe a lot to Sonja Catalano.
It all started as a two-year master's thesis project in psychology
here at Cal State, and ended up as a practical approach to
laboratory research.
Catalano, now employed in the Learning Center at Cal State,
spent uncountable hours working with the farmers in the Antelope
Valley to prevent their sheep from being attacked by the
residing coyotes.
"So many times as a psychology major, you do endless
experiments in the laboratory," said Sonja. "But it is not often
that you get the chance to see the theory work in practice."
The basic premise of Catalano's work is called Taste Aversion.
Meaning that if an animal eats something that normally tastes
good to them, then all of a sudden tastes bad, the animal will
avoid the food altogether.
John Garcia, presently a full professor at UCLA, attached to
to the Brain Research and Mental Retardation Group, developed
the practical uses of Taste Aversion. Los Angeles County
approached Garcia with a project to use his theory as an
alternative to the trapping of coyotes, then in use to control
their raids on the sheep population in the Antelope Valley.
Sonja Catalano worked on the project for her master's
thesis, with a grantof $7,500 plus expenses. Stuart Ellins,
associate professor of Psychology at Cal State San bernardino,
obtained the grant and directed the project. Necesseuy equipment
was obtained by John Garcia, who also served as technical
advisor.
"Taste Aversion is a simple learning process, like negative
reinforcement," said Sonja. "We thought that if the coyotes
ate sheep that made them sick, they would not then attack
another sheep."
Sonja dealt with 20,000 sheep in the Antelope Valley, along
with skeptical farmers and Basque sheepherders. She began first
with finding the most used paths of the coyotes, and went about
setting up the bait. Carcasses of either sheep or lambs were
injected with lithium chloride solution, three gallons per carcass.
"Lithium chloride, when eaten by the coyote, will make the
animal violently sick at the time, but it has no lastirig effect on
the animal or its environment," said Sonja. "The coyote will
then connect sheep with violent sickness, reject sheep as food,
and revert back to its natural diet of rabbits and small rodents."

Son}a Catalano dndlS^art £Hins| \n\, the coyote pen here at CSC5B

Staff photos by Kerry Kugelman

The first year of the project, Catalano drove to the Valley
four times a week to check on the bait sites and on how many
sheep had been killed since the last count.
*^ometimes while I was working with the bait I would feel
eyes watching me, and look up to see curious coyotes observing
me," said Catalano. "They are not as wild as people think,
though they are crafty."

•f ..

• •X

I ve seen coyotes lying 25 feet from a hay cutter, just waiting
to catch rabbits in midair as they are flushed out by the cutter,"
said Sonja. "In contrast to the coyotes, sheep seem almost
pathetic when attacked, never hghting back."

Raising sheep in the Antelope Valley is big business, so
when the fanners' sheep loss to coyotes decreased, they were
Impressed with the project.

Gean Heuga, owner of one of the farms in the area, claimed
tfiat the year before the project started, he was losing 362 sheep
In seven months. The first year of the prefect the loss was 133
^eep and only 49 by the second yeeu*.
Before the project started, two trappers at $1,200 a month
each, worked full time keeping the coyote population under
control. This weis a poor solution because other animals were
being killed by them. In one yeeu* alone, 89 dogs and 90 coyotes
were found caught in traps.

Since Sonja has finished her thesis woric, the farmers of the
Antelope Valley have continued to use the technique to
protect their sheep.
"This project is one of the few times when a Basic Grant
paid for something that the people can get something out of.
1 would very much like to see trapping abolished," said
Sonja. "I don't want to see any animal destroyed unless it is
in nature's plan. I would like to see the balance of
nature restored."

)U-..

Sonja with a couple of coyote companions.
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Delights In Store for Theater Patrons
How quickly we accepted it, this concrete castle of Creative Arts, its roofline
echoing the backdrop of hills, its contours coaxing fantasy, proclaiming freedom,
from its base in solid structural codes.
Moreover, unlike most dream castles, the realm within did not falter over details
and decisions.
After 12 years planning and many years involved in theater and teaching,
Ronald E. Barnes, Jr., chairperson of the Theater Arts Department, knew what he
wanted. The result is exciting, an optimum environment for students, instructors
and audiences.
Backstage workshops, dressing rooms and classrooms reflect both the hectic
pressure of immediate performance and a long term sense of order, of planning for

smooth transitions and traffic flow.
Unexpected vistas through carefully placed windows frame some of the most at
tractive areas of campus like a picture.
Audiences will find their theater experiences a series of delighted discoveries,
from the attractive and comfortable seating arrangements to the sophisticated
choreography of lights and sound made possible by new equipment.
Theater and teaching must have been twins bom of man's earliest effort to reach
out to his fellow man. Each still bears evidence of kinship; each still may use
technology to enhance or create a super-reality. But, like the Creative Arts
building, the magic and excitement, the soaring freedom to imagination, still comes
from a solid base in man.

Joan Kugelman

reader's fori jm
ASB Promotes Rabbit Rights
Editor, The PawPrint:
In regard to your editorial on rabbits in last week's PauiPrint, I feel that your posi
tion is not well taken in several respects.
The Associated Students has been in the vanguard of "rabbit rights." We have
continually pushed for increased landscaping at CSCSB. This has increased both
rabbit participation, and population.
The practice of watering our grounds in the evening was Instituted at the rabbits'
request. It seems that some of the more modest rabbits found bathing in the light of
day were uncomfortable.
The campus speed limit of 15 mph is scaled totally to rabbit mobility, and evasion
parameters.
In conclusion, it is my belief that we are moving strongly and aggressively in the
area of "rabbit rights." This is not to say that more can not be done, and if necessary
the Associated Students would stand ready to hold open hearings to investigate
any backsliding in this area.
Sincerely yours-with a carrot,
Kevin R. Gallagher,
ASB President

Rohde Attacks Glover, Monroe and Pfau

In her heiste, however, she has not cloaked these statements in the protective
mantle of a differing opinion, and has thereby exposed the views of Pfau and
Monroe to the wrath of the rabble-rousers, those "preditors on The PawPrint," who
delight only in attacking what appears in print before them.
It is apparently the nature of man (or at least of students) to exercise the
disconcerting faculties of nit-picking, probing for weaknesses, looking for
loopholes, etc.; in short, to approach an act, no matter how noble its intent, with
nothing but skeptical scrutiny.
I'm afraid it will happen here. Someone is bound to say, for example, that "cer
tainly student activism took on many 'forms' that concerned administrators. That
was because those 'forms' effectively challenged the use of arbitrary power."
. Or: "Is the SPA now more sophisticated? Sure, if it's more sophisticated to at
tempt lowering the drinking age than abolishing the draft."
Or, worse still: "Ask Pfau and Monroe for their views of the early SPA? That's
like asking George III for his opinion of the Continental Congress!"
See what I mean? There always seems to be a rhetoretician lurking about ready
to play havoc with the truth and beauty of any statement. There always seems to be
someone ready to chisel at the "Pieta" or slash at the "Night Watch," and you can
bet it will happen to Glover's article, too.
Yet how easily she could have avoided exposing the flanks of the credibility of
Pfau and Monroe. She needed only to find a third source, with a different point of
view, for the wolves to feed on.
Glover could have ferreted out some former "student activist," perhaps now
plodding along with a mere B.A. and a few dim memories of the past, and offered
up his paltry comments as a sacrifice.
"In her failure to do this we have been given only Lear without his fool, and can
then but laugh at the king."

Editor's Note:
In compliance with the Cal State Student Publications Code, publication of the
following letter from former ASB President Jerry Rohde was delayed until persons
named in the article were notified and given the opportunity to respond so that their
letters might be published in the same issue. President Pfau and Dean Monroe have
decided to withhold comment. PawPrint reporter Dorothy Glover's response is
printed below Rohde's letter.

Bc^br, The PatvPrint
Dorothy Glover's October 18 article, "SPA Channels Student Issues Through
Legislature," was noteworthy for her discovery of two major sources of campus in
formation. However, by relying exclusively on them she may have compromised
their effectiveness. Let me explain.
The article contends that "the SPA was not always the strong voice of the
students. Only on (sic) the past few years has it become an effective organization."
Glover supports this assertion with statements from her two "ffnds," CSCSB ad
ministrators John Pfau and Kenton Monroe, full professors of history and
psychology, respectively.
Pfau's historical perspective that "student activism took on many forms that con
cerned us" is reinforced by Monroe's psycholo^cal analysis whereby "he now feels
the members of the SPA are more sophisticated, less emotional and rhetorical."
One can imagine the scene: flushed with the accomplishment of having recorded
the statements of not one, but two high coQeoe officials, both directly involved and
interested in the period in question, Glover rushed to her typewriter to transform
dieir words into Ihe perpetuity of print before the Rowing verbal coals faded from'
memofy.
;

Jerry Rohde
Member, SPA, 1968-69

Glover Responds
Editor, The PawPrint:
Concerning the letter of Mr. Jerry Rohde printed above, it is my understanding
that the purpose of the S.P.A. is to be a voice of the students in the CSUC system.
If the voice is not heard, then it can be likened to a tree falling in the forest; if there
are no ears to hear the crash, does the sound even exist?
For whatever reason, the S.P.A. now has the ears of the Administrators and
governing bodies of the CSUC system "perking up." As I stated in my article, Kevin
Gallagher, Chairperson of the S.P.A., Scott P. Plotkin, Legislative Advocate for
the S.P.A. as well as Pre^dent Pfau and Dean Monroe feel that this was not true
prior to the early 70's.
Certainly the relative importance of ffie issues deeJt with by the S.P.A. now ver
sus in 68-69 when you were a member is a mute point. But the importance of the
change of attitudes toward the S.P.A. by Administrates, Faculty and Trustees
directly affects the effectiveness of the S.P.A. and cannot be stressed enough.
If Lear has the ultimate power in deciding whether we shall laugh at aB, it would
certainly behoove us to try for the last (lat^).
Dorothy Glover
Repc^er, The PawPrint
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No Thorns in this
Rose Garden
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By John Gold
Hannah Green's classic novel of teenage schizophrenia, / Never Promised You A
Rose Garden, has been smoothly translated to the big screen. Kathleen Quinlan
and Bibi Andersson star in this moving story.
Kathleen Quinlan plays Deborah Blake, a young woman who rejects reality for
her own world. Quinlan is dynamic in the role; she dramatically portrays Deborah
torn between two worlds.
Brought to a mental institution by her parents, Debbie continues to retreat into
her world, one she calls "eerie." The gods she sees in "eerie" would have her com
mit suicide, and the times she tries it, she is unable to feel the self-inflicted pain.
Bibi Andersson portrays Debbie's psychiatrist, a calm woman who doesn't force
Debbie back into reality. Bibi's quiet portrayal of the woman makes a perfect com
plement to Quinlan's desperate Debbie.
/Never Promised You A Rose Garden is a powerful motion picture. The suppor
ting cast of mental patients (portrayed by Oscar winner Sylvia Sidney, among
others), add moments of sadness, as well as humor, to the movie. The movie is
well done from all aspects; the acting, the production, and the directing is always
under control, giving the characters room to breathe.
But in the final analysis, / Never Promised You A Rose Garden is Kathleen
Quinlan's movie. Her performance is worthy of an Oscar nomination. Her por
trayal of Deborah Blake is one not easily forgotten.

Pajama Game in San Berdo
Due to popular demand and brisk
season ticket sales, San Bernardino
Civic Light Opera has scheduled a
matinee performance of the Broadway
musical hit, The Pajama Game.
The Pajama Game, starring come
dian Soupy Sales, Linda Kaye Henning, Gary Oakes and Joe Ross opens
for a limited engagement, Nov. 11
through Nov. 19, at the California
Theatre of Performing Arts, 562 West
4th St., San Bernardino. Curtain time
for evening performances is 8:15 p.m.
The special matinee will be on Nov.
19, with curtain time set for 2:15 p.m.

The Pajama Game, which includes
such hit songs as "Hey There," "Steam
Heat," "Hernando's Hideaway," and
"Once A Year Day," is being directed
by Lawrence Kasha, Tony Award-win
ning Broadway producer-director, who
produced Applause on Broadway and
for Civic Light Opera several seasons
ago.
Season tickets and single tickets are
still available for all performances.
Tickets can be purchased at the Civic
Light Opera Box Office, 2079 North E
Street, San Bernardino, phone (714)
882-2545.

Pinky at the Library
By Linda Miller
On Tuesday, November 15, the Library Film Series presents Pink\f starring
Jeanne Grain and Ethel Barrymore.
Like Home of the Brave, Pinky is one of the very early films that indict racial
stereotyping and discrimination. Unlike movies in the past, these two 1949 films
present black protagonists as warm, sympathetic, three-dimensional characters.
Pinky is a light-skinned nurse who has passed for white while she lived up North.
She experiences deep inner conflicts when she returns to the squalor and racial am
bience of her home in the deep South.
Pinky had become romantically involved with a white man in the North. As she
learns to accept herself as she is, she decides to break off her relationship and re
main in the South to work with her people. Part of the strong supporting cast is
Pinky's grandmother played by the late Ethel Waters.
The film will show in the Library's fourth floor Music Listening Facility at 1 p.m.
The rule against refreshments in the facility has been lifted for the performance.

Hello etudenta! You know, people are always coming up to me and saying, "Hey Wild, those
people out at that school you go to are a bunch of turkeysl"
And 1 say, "No, they're not."
They say, "Sure they are. They never do anything. They probably don't evmi like Rods and
RollI"
I say, "Sure they do; Its just that nobody ever lets them know where to find it."
They say, "Oh yeah, well run an ad In The PawPrint if you're so sure."
1 say, "Why didn't I think of that?"

Put on your dancin' s\xoes and
rock on down the line

umeiT.
with

BOT LICIS. &
TBI TU HOBMH & STITEHS BIBB

Damnation Allej;
By John Gold
Special effects and good acting highlight Damnation Af/ey, a new motion picture
based on the science fiction novel by Roger Zelazny.
The story follows some of the survivors of a nuclear holocaust. From Tipton Air
Force Base in California to Albany, New York, the surviv^^rs encounter floods,
man-eating mutant cockroaches, and people gone mad.
Jan-Michael Vincent and George Peppard lead a young boy (Jackie Earle Haley)
and a songwriter they pick up in Las Vegas (Dominique Sanda) to Albany, the only
city in the United States that was not hit by a bomb.
Denton (Peppard) calls their survival run "Damnation Alley," for it is only
because of a 100 mile wide route safe to travel, that they are able to make It to
Damnation Alley is presented in some theatres in a new sound technique called
"Sound 360," that provides stereo sound all around: It is effective in mounting the
suspense.
„
The special effects also help save this movie from being "just another movie.
Although at times the effects seem no better than a Japanese science fiction movie,
other times they are visually exciting.
Jan-Michael Vincent is excellent as Tanner. Tanner's carefree approach to the
whole situation makes a good balance for Denton, a methodical man who insists on
things being done his way.
, Dominique Sanda is there to add beauty to the movie. Which in all says that
I Damnation Alley is not flawless, but good pure escapism.

Upstairs at
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"Who me, a feminist?"
By Dorothy Glover
Do you think men and women have
equal talents, abilities, and potentials?
Do you think men and women should
receive equal pay for equal work? Do
you think women who spend their lives
making a home for their families
deserve respect for the job they're do
ing? If you answer yes to these ques
tions then you are a feminist.
You're a feminist if you favor equal
opportunities, and equal treatment for
men and women. You're a feminist if
you think men and women should have
equal access to school scholarships,
sports facilities, and higher degrees In
education. You are a feminist if you
think promotions in business should be
based on talent and not gender.
This criteria was given by the National
Federation of Business and Professional
Women's Coub, Inc. in a recent Na

tional Organization of Women newslet
ter. For more information about the
organization
write
to
2012
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20036.
• • •

The Sexism in Education Task Force
for the San Bernardino County Com
mission on the Status of Women will
sponsor a workishop on Title IX com
pliance on Wednesday, November 15
in the Lower Commons on campus,
8-12 p.m.
Speakers will include Nancy White,
Pati Ishida, Esther Murillo (Affirmative
Action Director for San Bernardino City
Schools), Elaine Carman, physical
education co-chair, San Gorgonio high
school, and Judy Rymcr, associate pro
fessor of education at CSCSB. Registra
tion is $5 and should be made prior to
Nov. 8. Call 383-2430 for more infor

mation.

• • •

There will be a California National
Organization of Women (NOW) Con
ference in Sacramento on Nov. 11-13.
We should be hearing the results of that
meeting soon.
Several members of the Inland Em
pire Chapter of NOW will be par
ticipating in a KVCR television show
about NOW and its activities. KVCR is
an educational station based in this
area. The program will air on: Nov. 15,
at 7:30 p.m., Nov. 16 at 2:30 p.m. and
Nov. 17 at 6:30 p.m. on channel 24.
• • •
The Task Force on Domestic
Violence will hold a garage/rummage
sale on Nov. 11-12 in Riverside. For
donation or more information call Paula
Alger, 686-2915.

The Department of Labor has come
under Increasing pressure to crad
down on discrimination against wom«ti
as it relates to apprenticeship programs
Current regulations of the Bureau o
Apprenticeship and Training prohibl
discrimination, but there is no provisiM
requiring that written affirmative action
plans cover women.
In an effort to correct this discrepan
cy, the Secretary of Labor has announo
ed a proposed amendment. Now, i
chance for supportive public opinton
urges citizens to send a letter to Jama
P Mitchell, Dep. Admin, at BAT
Room 5000. 601 "D" Street N.W
Washington, DC 20213. Prewritten let
ters stating you are in favor of the pro
posed regulations that insures woma
an equal chance, are available in TTe
PawPrtnt office in PS-22.

WeVe all the bank
a student needs.
If you're looking for the bank that can do the most for you, chanc-es
are vou'll be looking into Bank of America.
,.
.
We offer a complete range of basic student banking sennces.
Colleae Plan® Checking, Personal Choice Savings Plans, and if you
quality. Student BankAmericard® Visa® overdraft protection.
Including Consumer Information Reports to provide you with
the kind of straight-to-the-point facts you need to
^j^t
banking, establishing credit, financing an education, and many
otherjubg^^rts
^ ^ange of topics. And you can pick up your
copies free at any one of our branches. Without obligation.
BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA. MEMBER FDIC

You see, quite frankly, we want to be your bank. But we know
it's not what we want that matters. What matters is what you want.
And that's why we're hoping we can help you learn more
about banking.
,
,
.
We figure the more you know about it, the more you re Qomq
to want to bank with the bank that can do you the most good, both
in school and after.
, , ,
i
Quite a few Califomians think thats us. If you look into it
thoroughly enough, we think you'll agree.

Depend on us. More California coUege students do.

BAN KOF AM ERICA
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Icience and health
Sterilization Nips it at the
1
By David Hendricksen
I The final class of birth control which
be discussed is sterilization. This
term comprises a variety of surgical procedures specifically performed to prevent conception.
While some of these procedures may
Occasionally be reversed, anyohe
undergoing a sterilization procedure
fliust do so with the understanding that
diey will never again be able to conceive
a child.
^
All of these various surgical proccdures disrupt in one way or another
the normal function of the reproductive
system. To understand these procedures, we must understand the
reproductive anatomy and function.
"In males, the testes, contained in the
scrotum, produce sperm and male hormones. These hormones are added
directly to the blood stream, while the
sperm make their way through a series
of tubes before being ejaculated as part
of the semen.
In females, the ovaries produce ova
and female hormones. Here too, the
hormones are added directly to the
bloodstream while the mature ova must
pass through one of two tubes
(oviducts) to the uterus.
Fertilization, if it takes place, normally
occurs in the upper one-third of .the
.oviduct. The fertilized> ovum then proceeds through the rest of the oviduct
and is implanted in the uterus where
maturation occurs.
Now then, the usual sterilization procedure in males is called a vasectomy
and involves cutting the tubes which
carry sperm. The portion of the tubes
(one from each testis) which is cut is
called the vas deferens and is found on
each side near the top of the scrotum.
Normally, this is done using only a
local anesthetic injected into the scrotal
skin. A small incision is made, usually
on each side where the sperm ducts are
located, a small portion of each is

by Anton Chekhov
Directed by
Ronald E. Barnes
\

Performed by the
Players of the Pear Garden
November 10, 11,12
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 1977
Curtain Time 8:15 p.m.
For reservations call 887-7452

Did you MISS the jltartneS! ?

•• GUARANTEE AVIATION
•• FREE FLYING LESSONS
•» NO ROTC TRAINING
•• NO OBLIGATION (DROP-OUT OPTION)
•• $1,000 PAY FOR SIX WEEK LEADERSHIP CLASS
•• $100 A MONTH WHILE IN COLLEGE
•• $9A1 - 1,511 STARTING SALARY
FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL (71A) 836-2161 COLLECT

con Si jmer
Home Generators Get
Help from Edison
Homeowners and small businessmen
who want to generate their own electricity with such things as homemade
windmills or waterfalls can now tie into
the Southern California Edison system
to be assured of power when the wind
stops or the water line falls—provided,
of course, they are in Edison territory.
The Edison proposal was approved
this month by the California Public
Utilities Commission.
Ray Kulvicki, coordinator of cogeneration projects for the utility, explained that the new arrangement
removes one of the main stumbling
blocks from the path of those who
would like to operate smalt, private
generating stations—the unpredictability of the prime energy source.

He said, "Wind can blow up a storm
of power when'its not needed—and not
enough at other times. Storing homeproduced surplus electricity in batteries
is a theoretical solution, but batteries of
sufficient size are almost prohibitively
expensive."
Under the Edison plan, small supplemental power producers will be sure
to have power all the time, whether
from their own plants, Edison's or botfi,
said Kulvicki.
They will be billed only for power
drawn from the public utility system plus
a basic minimum charge. Special metering and circuit protection equipment will
be required, and the cost and manner of
the hook-up will be negotiated with
each small producer.

0

THE
SEA GULL

Bud

removed, and the ends sealed.
This is a simple office procedure with
virtually no morbidity or mortality. It in
no way affects hormone production or
their distribution through the body. An
important point to remember is that
steriliti; does not result immediateli; as
sperm may already exist beyond the
disrupted tube.
In females, th^ corresponding procedure is called a tubal ligation. This is a
more involved procedure than in males
and usually involves the use of a general
anesthetic.
Here the oviducts are interrupted by
tying, fusion, or removal of a portion of
each. This is frequently done following
delivery when the tubes are less susceptible to infection, easy to find, and the
patient will not have to receive a second
anesthetic.
Another technique, laporoscopic
sterilization, is done at times other than
childbirth. This operation takes only
about 20 minutes and the patient usually leaves the hospital within 24 hours,
Here, a small incision is made just below
the umbilicus and a telescope-like
device called a laproscope is inserted,
The abdomen is then distended with an
inert gas, and the oviducts are located,
Another incision is then made about
eight centimeters below the umbilicus
and a special type of forceps is inserted,
Each tube is seized, cauterized, cut, and
cauterized again using the special
forceps. After removal of the instruments, a few stitches close the incisions, they are covered with a bandage—the so-called Band Aid surgery,
Clearly this procedure prevents union
of the ovum and sperm, but again does
not affect serum hormone levels as their
production and distribution does not ihvolve the oviducts,
Next time, we will consider the
reasons and the mechanics for reversal
of these procedures.
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Domestic

Bud and Coors
on tap

Imports

Bud

Bud Light

Lowenbrau Light

Carte Blanca

Coots

Miller Lite

Lowenbrau Dark

Molso Golden

Cerveza Tecate

Heineken

c A L S T A T E t ^S;*'*'''"^?

This Week's Special

Pool Tournament

3:00

Y'^
Saturday, starts at
Jwentry deadline: Friday, 3 p.m.
A

^

^V

\

'

Domestic Bottled Beer: 40*
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Staff photo by Kerry Kugehnan

^ne-crunching action between Shandln and Pulverizers

Black & Blue
By Tammy Salyer

Staitt photo by

Mary Stathts

Action in the third week of Black and
Blue competition was characterized by
three decisive won games, in which the
losers of these contests failed to score
more than six points between them.
As it appears now, any of three teams
can win the playoffs: Supply and De
mand, Tokay and the Directors. Supply
has such fine players to its credit as
Michael Sawyers, Ron Beasley and
Glen Albert, who contribute to making
Supply and Demand's offense one of
the best in the league.
Also possessing an outstanding of
fense is Tokay, who boasts such
notables as Anthony Duncan, Ivan
Glascoe, and Jerry Kertesz. The Direc
tors are not to be left out; their captain
Derek Hurt is the leading scorer in the
league, and Mark Copeland and Mike
Demarco are excellent offensive
players.
SUPPLY AND DEMAND 28, HEADHUNTERS 6. After building up a seven
point lead in the first half. Supply and
Demand scored 21 points in the second
half to daze the stumbling Headhunters.
Michael Sawyers, two touchdowns;
William Krumwiddie, a touchdown;
Glen Alberi, two extra points; Ron
Beasley, an extra point, and Rob Horton, an extra point, overpowered the
Headhunters completely with their of
fensive play. Mike Prez scored for the
Headhunters. The question in my mind
is: will the Headhuntrs win any games?
They seem to be perennial last-place
finishers.
DIRECTORS 19,SHANDIN 0. Lead
ing scorer Derek Hurt was at his best,
scoring three touchdowns, which along
with Pete Hrushanyk's extra point was
enough to crush Shandln. Tom Scott
and Phil Castro were excellent for
Shandin. The Director's loss to Tokay
may have hurt their chances for first

place in the standings somewhat, bu
they appear to be coming on strong ant
may end up in first place if someom
should knock off Tokay or Supply ant
Demand.
TOKAY 25, PULVERIZERS 0
Boosted by the scoring efforts of Ivan
Glascoe, two touchdowns; Anthon<
Duncan, a touchdown and extra poi
and Jerry Kertesz, a touchdown, Tok
shut out the Pulverizers. Meda
Gomez and Rudy Covarrubias also e
hibited steady play for Tokay, and G
Shockey and Ronnie Wasmiller w
excellent for the Pulverizers.
PREDICTIONS. . .The Game of t
Week, November 11, is the game
ween the Directors and the Pulveriz
Greg Shockey, the captain of t
Pulverizers, has a good team who so f
hasn't lived up to its potential. Th
week it will; Pulverizers over the Dir
tors.
STANDINGS:
Tokay 3-0
Supply and Demand 2-0
Directors 2-1
Given's Gooses 1-1
Pulverizers 1-2
Shandin 0-2
Headhunters 0-3

Soccer
By Tammy Salyer
A meeting is taking place Saturd'
November 12, to discuss the wort
favorite sport—soccer. This is the
year for the CSCSB Soccer Club and
students, faculty, staff, and alumni
welcome to join in. No experience
needed—you can learn by playing.
The meeting will be held in P.E. 1
at 10 a.m. Plans will be discussed a
then everyone will play soccer. If
don't feel like participating, come o
and watch the "Pete's" in action!
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Turkey Trot
By Bruce Smart
Are you tired of the same traditional
intramural sports?
Tired of being the Pantywaist League
football hero or hitting the winning
home run against the English depart
ment?
Maybe you're one of those people
who thinks physical activity is filling out
your tax form or walking the dog?
Come on out and participate in the
Turkey Trot for a change of routine and
a turkey dinner.
The Turkey Trot is an event in which
one can run, walk, crawl or skip over a
hilly 1.85 cross country course set up by
the Intramural Department. Everybody
completing the course will receive a free
turkey dinner from the "hashhouse of
culinary delights," the school cafeteria.
For the "Hot Shots" who think
they're the next Jim Ryun or Francie
Larrieu and run themselves ragged try
ing to win, the Intramural Department
has a T-shirt for you when you recover
from passing out at the finish line.
The Trot will take place on Nov. 16
and 17 (Wednesday and Thursday) at 4
p.m. at Badger Hill.
There's no excuse not to come out.
Just put your John Hancock on the
bulletin board across from the equip
ment room in the gym or wait until the
day of the race and just show up and
have one of the Intramural hired helpers
take your name.
Throughout the years the Turkey
Trot has had Its share of excellent run
ners and outright lunatics. The first win
ner was Jimmy Wells, who Gained for
the Turkey Trot by running into the hills
to look for his lost arrows.

The course record is held by Mike
(the Harrier). Harrie whose idea of fun
was to run ten miles up a mountain.
Stewart Boden ('75 & '76 Champ)
unlike the rest of us knows about
Johnny Walker (that's Johnny Walker
the world record holder in the mile, not
the whiskey).
People participating in the Turkey
Trot have been known for something
other than their running. First, the Trot
had Brice (I've paid the price) Hammerstein whose body was used for an ad on
malnutrition. Also, history has given us
Ivan (Go for your Giins) Glasco, a 137
lb. brute who could be a very good run
ner except that he majors in laziness.
Our final ^nd major entry on our
Who's Flukey List is Joe (Why am I do
ing this?) Long. Joe was outstaggered
for next to last place in the Trot. Thus, if
you feel that you eae a poor runner
think of Joe Long, he's probably worse.
Whatever Joe lacks in running skills,
he more than makes up in his
philosophy about Intramurals and the
Trot. Joe wants you to participate and
have fun. If this means breaking your
neck to try to beat Mike Harrie's record
or just taking a leisurely afternoon stroll,
so be it.

Basketball
By Tammy Salyer
In Men's B League Basketball com
petition, the Dons defeated the B
Bombers 8-11; 11-8; 11-9; behind the
hot shooting of Richard O'Dell. Carl
Waggoner and Will Gordon exhibited
outstanding play for the B Bombers.
The top-rated Wookics won their
match with the Tokers 12-10; 9-11:

11-9. A team effort by the Wookies put
down the equally determined efforts ot
the Tokers. All players displayed
unusually good teamwork and sport
smanship.
In Men's A League Basketball action,
J.P.'s defeated Chocolate Ripple 11-6;
11-9; 11-7. Both teams were excellent
on the defensive and offensive, but big
Steve Ramirez was the difference. J.C.
Wright was outstanding for Chocolate
Ripple.
In the other A league match. Agony
& Ecstacy defeated To Agathon 11-6;
11-8; 11-6. This match was very gruel
ing, with numerous time outs called for
oxygen and substitution. The games
were sometimes out of control, as play
was very aggressive and enthusiastic.
Newcomer Doc Turner added spark to
To Agathon's attack, but overall balance
on the part of Agony & Ecstacy offset
his efforts.

Pantiwaist
By Tammy Salyer
A tie game and a champion being
unseated were some of the highlights of
play in the Pantiwaist ^ague. Escargot
& Co. lost to the Mojave Moochers,
leaving the league without a clear-cut
top finisher in the standings.
Competition in the Pantiwaist League
this year has sometimes been
characterized as being too cutthroat,
with some teams and individuals
displaying questionable sportsmanship.
Escargot & Co. provided a needed
relief from this when the team showed
up for their game .with the Mojave
Moochers decked out in Halloween
costumes. They then proceeded to

have fun, a concept that's seemingly
been forgotten this year. Hats off to
Escargot & Co. for remembering the
purpose of the Pantiwaist League—fun!
THE GRABBERS 19, , BADGERSHANDIN 19. After building a seven
point lead in the first half of play, The
Grabbers couldn't contain BadgerShandin in the second half and the
result was a tie score. A. Durate, S.
Sullivant, and C. Beaudin scored
touchdowns for the Grabbers, while
Sullivant also scored an extra point.
Montaigne White scored a touchdown
and Scott Charlesworth scored two
touchdowns and an extra point for
Badger-Shandin.
WATERMAN PLUMBERS, FOR
FEIT WIN OVER MORONGO.
MOJAVE MOOCHERS 14, ESCAR
GOT 8l CO. 13. The Mojave Moochers
scored 14 points in the first half, and
then dispelled the Escargot team's at
tempts to score in the final minutes of
the game with Esteban Inzunza's in
terception. Yvonne Dix scored a
touchdown and extra point for the
Moochers, as did Dennis Mendonca.
Mike Forsyth, a touchdown and extra
point, and Val Devlin, a touchdown,
scored for Escargot & Co. Look for one
of these two teams to be in first place at
the season's end.
PREDICTIONS. ..The Game of the
Week, November 11, is the game bet
ween the Mojave Moochers and the
Grabbers. The Mojave Moochers will
win this one.
STANDINGS:
Mojave Moochers 2-1
Escargot & Co. 2-1
Waterman Plumbers 2-1
Grabbers 1-1-1
Badger-Shandin 1-1-1
Morongo 0-3
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calendar
GLUBS
Tuesday, November 8

,

Christian Life Club, 12-1 p.m., C-125
Business Management Club off campus activity, 7-8:30 p.m.
at The Hair Odyssey
The following jobs are available at the time The PawPrint goes
to press and are off campus unless otherwise indicated. For more
information, please contact the Placement Office, SS-122.
Math Tutor, days to be arranged, 2-3 hours/week. Highland,
$5.00/hour.
Parking Lot Attendant, San Bernardino, (2 positions), MondayFriday, 8 a.m.-noon and noon-4 p.m., $2.50/hour.
Liue-in Counselor, Corona, days to be arranged, about 30
hours/week, working with emotionally disturbed boys,
$3.21/hour.
Lab Technician, Riverside, days to be arranged, approx. 20
hours/week. Chemistry or science major with 6 units Chemistry,
$4.50-$5.00/hour.
Waiter & Waitress, San Bernardino, Sat. & Sun., 6 a.m.-2 p.m.,
$2.50/hour + tips.

Wednesday, November 9
Gay Students Union, 12-1 p.m., PS-107
M.E.Ch.A., 12-1 p.m., LC-276
Business Management Club, 12-1 p.m., PS-202
Early Childhood Club, 3-4 p.m., C-104

Thursday, November 10
Black Students Union, 2-4 p.m., C-219

Friday, November 11
Delta Sigma Theta, 5-7 p.m., C-219

Saturday, November 12
Soccer Club, 10 a.m., PE-122

Tuesday, November 15
Christian Life Club, 12-1 p.m., C-125

-

j

ASB
Wednesday, November 9
ASB Executive Cabinet meeting, 12-1:15 p.m., SS-171

ACADEMIC
Wednesday, November 9
EOP Mid-Quarter Meeting, 11-12 a.m., 12-1 p.m., C-104

classifieds

Thursday, November 10
United Professors of California, 12-1 p.m., C-219

Saturday, November 12
National Teachers Examination, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., PS-10

For Sale: 70 Chev. Kingswood Wagon. Super clean automatic
350. Original owner. Call Scott at 884-2549, before 4 call
382-4973.

Tuesday, November 15

Itfiperial Va/ley native wanted to share car, gas, company on
occasional weekends home (Brawley, Imperial, El Centre in par
ticular.) Call 884-0820 or ask for Lisa at the Library periodicals
desk.

Library Movie Series, Touch of Evil, 1 p.m., 4th floor. Library
Underwater Film Festival, 8-10 p.m., PS-10

Classified ads are free to all CSCSB students. Ads may be plac
ed in person (PS-22), by phone (887-7497), or by mail. Ads will
run for one issue only unless otherwise requested.

Alumni Board, 7-10 p.m., SS-171

MOVIES
Tuesday, November 8
Wedne^ay, November 9
ASB Cartoons, 12-1 p.m., PS-10

Friday, November 11
ASB Movie, French Connection 11, 6 & 8:30 p.m., PS-10

Tuesday, November 15
Library Movie Series, Pinkif, 1 p.m., 4th floor Library

INTRAMURAL
Tuesday, November 1
ASB Sports Committee Meeting, 5:30 p.m., C-219

Wednesday, November'8

FRANKLY SPEAKING... .by phi! frank

Co-ed Badminton Doubles, Noon, Big Gym
Tennis Singles. 5 p.m.. Tennis Courts
Women's Basketball, 4 p.m.. Big Gym

Thursday, November 9
3 on 3 Mens Basketball, 3-5 p.m.. Big Gym

Friday, November 10
Co-ed Badminton Doubles, Noon, Big Gym
Tennis Singles, 5 p.m.. Tennis Courts

Saturday, November 11
Flag Football, 2:30-5 p.m.. Fields

Sunday, November 12
Soccer Meeting and Practice, 10 a.m., PE-122

Monday, November 13
Women's AAU Cross Country Meet, All Day

Tuesday, November 15
Co-ed Badminton Doubles, Noon, Big Gym
Women's Basketball, 4 p.m.. Big Gym
Tennis Singles, 5 p.m., Tennis.Courts

SPECIAL
Tuesday, November 8
Marine Recruiter, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.. Commons Entrance
King Tut Lecture, 11-12 a.m., C-104

Friday, November 11

'0OK\ TPOFS
THIS IS A
GO/Ne-OUr-OF-BUSINESS SALBl
©CX)LLEGE MEDIA SERVICES-BOX 9411-BERKELEY,CA.94709

Student Personnel Get-Together, 12-2 p.m., C-219

Saturday, November 12
"Escape ^ogram"—Horse ride at La Carrera, Meet at Stable

Monday, November 14
Serrano Village Council, 6-7:30 p.m., C-219

PLAY
The Sea Gull, by Chekhov. 8:15 p.rh., November 10-12,
and November 15-19, at the Theatre. Creative Arts Building

